
CHAPTER EIGHT

Apprenticeship and Figured
Ostraca from the Ancient
Egyptian Village of Deir

el-Medina

KATHLYN M. COONEY

A figured ostracon is;] limestone ~lake or potsherd that bears a drawing
or design on its surface. ratheT than, or in addition to, a text. Flakes of
limestone and pieces of pottery were plentiful in ancient Thebes and
readily available for sketching. Ostnlca, 11 disposable medium, can be con
sidered as remnants of learning by draftsmen from ancient Egypt. This
chapler examines this statement considering bolh the cognili\'c process
involved in art creation (normative images, repetition, peripheral prac
tice) and the conlcxl for this learning (the community of workmen with
its shHrcd and negotiated repertoire of skills. images. and style). Learn
ing is seen here as hoth internal and externll!. lind collections of llgured
ostwca <Ire an excellent case study for skillllcquisition in anciem Egypt.
The learning that took place in a vill<lge like Medina during the later New
Kingdom (1315-1081 BeE), and probably in other ancient Egyptian
craftsmen's workshops, was not abstract hut contextualized because the
acti"ity of the grouJl was inherently useful to them. given that members
received salaries from the state if they gained access to the formal work
shop structure. Figured ostwca are the remnants of a practice of encul
Iural ion; the following case st udy includes poor-qua Iity beginning-sl L1denl
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hands. medium-level apprentice hands. Hnd high-lcl'cl master hands, in
dicating that learning through pral,ticc on a disposable medium was oc
curring at all skilllcvcls in the community. not just among its peripheral
members. Figured ostraca provide evidence for learning and apprentice_
ship as an informal and ongoing acquisition (Bagers 2003) within a "com
I1mni!)' of practice" (Lave and Wenger 1991) in which people of all skill
levels participated. Figured ostraca arc remnants of cognitive skill build
ing by an entire community. 11 result of constant input by participants
with a variety of skiJllc"e1s and goals.

A figured ostrar.::on could be created by 11 skilled or novice hand and
could have onc or more l'olors of ink. The drawing coulJ bc carved in re
lief (Brunner-Traut 1956, no. 31, O. Berlin 21449), but more often the ink
lines would be left untouched. Sometimes, the ostr<Jcon could represent a
copy of formal art on u temple wall. as seen in the Ludy of Punt example
in Berlin (Brunncr-Traul 1956, O. Berlin 21442). Much more rarely, the
sketch was an original work, such ,IS the e"ocutive irnuge of the stonema
son holding a chisel in the Fitzwilliam Museum (Brunner-Traut 1979, EGA
4324-(943) or the expressi\'e woman crouching to blow air into her fire
(Brunner-Traut 1956. no. 62. O. Leipzig 1894). Humans were the most
commonly depicted suhjects in these sketl·hes, but animals are by no
means unusual. Artisans even created;l fantastical series of llgured os
traca representing animals in human dress and behavior (Brunner-Traut
1979, 11-18; Peck and Ross 1978,49-50). For the most part, these objects
were informal: that is. they were unfinishell in the traditional ancient
Egyptian sense. The drawn !1gures are usually incomplete in outline and
color. and they gcncrHlly lack textual captions. These ostraca were easily
discarded. as many of them were found in refuse dumps.

Egyptological scholarship usually invcstig,ltcs these inFormal sketches
as cultural objects that allow a glimpse into the daily life of thc ancient
Egyptians (Brunncr-Traut 1956, 1979: Kcimcr 1941; Minuult-Gout 2002;
Page 1983; Pcck nnd Ross 1978; Peterson 1974: Pomeranlscva 1992), or
it focuses un functional issues of visual genre (Borchardt 1910: Davies
1917; Shiifer 1916) or trial sketching and formal teaching (Brunner-Traut
1956; Peek and Ross 1978: Peterson 1974), typically within the tradi
tional schobrly specializHtions of Deir c1-Medina or Valley of the Kings
studies (Bierbrier 1982; Bruyere and Nagel 1922-1953: Cerny 1973; Val
belle 1985).

Most Egyptological catalogs compiling Egyptian figured ostraca focus
on unusual, masterful, or especially detailed examples (Andreu 2002;
Minault-Gout 2002; Peck and Boss 1978), but to understand figured
ostraca from the perspecth"c of cognitive formations. we 1111\'e 10 look at
characteristics shared by the entire oeuvrt',
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Thc Lus Angelcs County Museum of Art (LACj\'IA) owns a collection
of figured ostraC:1 that display characteristics shared by must ngurcd os
tr>lca in museum collections around the world: repetition of theme and
serialization of genre with occasional bursts of creativity; they thus pro
vide an excellent case study for normath"e practices. 1argue that skelch
ing on ostr:lca was pan of an informal system of ongoing cullural and
artistic practice by succeeding genenttions of artisans based on common
images and styles that enabled increased proficiency in proportion, color
use, and dexterity. as well as creating an avenue for creativity and inno
vation. The figured oslracon allowed a complex network of knowledge
transference. not only linearly, perhaps within master-student appren
ticeship systems, but also diffusely among intermediate and skilled mem
bers of the artisanal community.

The LACMA Figured Ostraca

The LACMA owns nine New Kingdom ligured OSlntca. all but two pre"i
ously unpublished. In 1980, LACMA received hundreds of ancient Egyp
tian artefacts and texts from the private collection of George Michaelides
(Clackson 1994; Dawson et al. 1995). antiquities assembled in Cairo in
the twentieth century.1

None of the LACMA ostraca has a recordcd flndspot. a disappointing
fact because e'"en upprm:imate provenance within the Western Thcban
context could have provi{led useful information.2 Bengt Julius Peterson
(1974) initiated groundbreaking work that e.xamined published and prove
nanced Hamesside figured ostr:lca. comparing lheir subject mailer to their
flndspo!. He found morc vllTiety in the motifs and subjecl matter in the
villuge of Deir cJ·Medina. where the community lh'ed, compared to the
Vlllley of the Kings, where the artisans worked and where ostraca subjects
were generally connecled to t he visual mOlifs and iconography of the royal
Inmbs-in other words, Vlllley of the Kings ostraca pn'scn'e countless
representations of the king in various actions (Daressy 1901). Peterson
(1974) also noted higher skillle\,e!s in the figured ostraca in the Valley of
the Kings-as would be e",pected benlUse the worksite employed drafts
men who wcre capable of working with quality precision and wcre lhus
either form>lJly a part of the work team or apprenticed 10 it in an interme
diate capacity (Janssen and Janssen 1990). Lower-quality draftsmanship is
usually scen in the figured ostraca from the village. where individuals in
formally and peripherally connected Lo t he workshop lived.

The nrst LACl\'IA figured ostracon (figure 8.1, M. 80.199.47) shows one
of the most popular skelch subjects from Western Thebes: the Egyptian
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FIGURE 8.1. Ostracon 1\1. SO.199.4i: a

standing king wcaring the hlue crown.
Dall': probably New Kingdum. Dynasty
19 or 20(1315-1081 BeE). Material:
limestone. Dimensions: J~.7x IO.6cm.
Provenance: probahly \VCSh'rtl Thehes,
Upper Egypt; gifl of till' estall' of
Colella l\lillcr. 1980. For comparison

ostraca. sec O. CaiTO 25124 (Dart'55y
1901. 2..L plate 24) for u similar PUSt'
of thl' king wil harm uulst rl'lchcd.
O. DeM 2551 sholl's ,1 king standing
with ,Irm outstretched holding a
scimitar (Vandier ll'Ahhadic and Gassc
1936-1986. plate 69). t\lso sec UC
33210 (Page 1983. 18-19. no. H).
which depicts a king with [l solarizing
crown .lnel holding his ,Ifill out
strctchcll. Source: LACI\]!\.

king, here standing and drawn in blHck ink. The king faces right, with
his arm outstrl·tched, probably mcant to hold a weapon or some other
ritual objel"t now lost. Hc wears a blue crown, collar. and short kill. The
head is somewhat ()\"crsizcd in proportion to the bod)'. and the facial pro
file is poorly formed. with ,. large nose, uneven eye, llnd nondescript
mouth, suggesting a draFtsman in training unable to form strong. even
lines of \'<Hious thicknesses.
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The second ostracon (figure 8.2, M. 80.199.48) is inscribed with im
ages of the king on both sides in hoth red and black ink. Bolh sketches
exhibit high-quality, practicc(] and steady lines ofvurying thickness. It is
unclear if the same hand was responsible for both sides. The recto depicts
a king in black ink, facing right. wearing a solar double-plumed helld
dress with a sun disk and ram's horns. The versu depicts another king's
profile facing right, Ihis one drawn in multiple colors. This sketch includes
a detailed blue crown surmounted by double Hllllll. feathers, ram's horns,
and a sun disk with urad. The blue crown includes details of rounclcls in
thin black ink lines throughout, accentuating the skill or the draftsmen,
,lndthe Hldat feathers are internally detailed with thin-lined striations.
The sun disks in the headgcOlr arc painted a darker shade of red com
pared to the skin of the king, which is painted 11 lighter pink color. This

b

FIGl'1l1: 8.2. Ostracon 1'\'1. 80.199,48. ll. Recto: a king wcaring a solar crown.
b. \'erso: muhicolor king wC<lring a solar crown looking right, broken <It the face.
Dmc: probubly Nell' Kingdorn. Ninetcenth or 1'lI"c11t iet h Dynllst y (1315-1081
BeE). 1\laLl'rilll: limestone. Dimensions: 14.5>< 10.Bem. Pro\'enllncc: unknown but
I,robably Western Thches. Upper Egypt: gift of the estate of Colella ]\1iUn, 1980.
For skl'tches of the royal profile witll various crowns, Sl'C O. Cairo 25144-25165
([)<lTCSSY 1901. 29-32. plates 29 amI 30), O. Dl'i'I'1 2568-2592 (V,lndier d'Abbadie
and Gam' 1936-1986. 116-121, plates n-76), and 0, Dl'l\I 2969-2986 (VandieT
d'AhbaJic and C ..sse 1936-1986. 212-216, plates 141-147). Phologmphs of this
"stmeon with proh,lbk PTO\'Cn,lllCC of \Vl'stern Thl'bcs wcre published before the
[lun:hasl' by i'l"liehacHdes (Keimcr 1941. 12-13. nos. 30 and 34, plates 10 and 11).
Sourec: LACl\·lt\.



FIGURIi 8+ Ostrncon 1"1, 80,19950: monkey climbing
.. tree, Dale: prohably New Kingdom, Nineteenth or
T\\'cnlieth Drnasty (1315~1081 BCE). Material:
limestone. Dinlensions: 12x 14.5em. Pro\'l'nanee:
unknown hut prob<lbly \Vestern Thehes, Upper Egypt:
gift of the cstale of Coleun Miller, 1980, Some similar
picccs arl' O. OeM 2001-2005, 2009 (V,mukr
u'Ablmuic <Inu Gassc 1936-1986, 1-5, plates 1-3),
O. DeM 2734-2738 (Vanuier J'Abbauie nnJ Gasse
1936~1986. 161-162, pIalI,' J 17), <lnu EGA 4292-1943
(Brunner-Traul 1979,50, platc 17). Soml' Egyptologists
pl<lee tile SCelll' of the monkt'y and palm trcl' inlo a
kinu of "dai Iy lirl'" category (Kcimcr 1941). Brunnl'r
Traut (1956, 110) connccts the scene with "Kk'inkunst"
anJ uumeslic housc painting and Sl'es this figurcl!
ostracun theme as practice for such domcstic del·ora
lion. Source: LACI\IA.
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draftsman was adept in not only the formation of line but also lhe ap
plication of various color hues.

The third figured ostracon from LACMA (figure 8.3, M. 80.199.50)
(lepicts a monkey climbing a palm tree, drawn in a /Iuid Fashion in
red and black ink. The subject of a monkey climbing a palm is quile pop
ular in Ramesside Period Vll'stern Thebes (Andreu 2002, 102, no. 39;
i\linault-Gout2002, 105-109: Peterson 1974,33,44). Thl' monkey on this

FlCUllI,8.-\- Oslraeon 1\1. 80.199.184; man with arms
upraised before a Iree. Dale: IHobably New Kingdom.
Nineteenth or Twentieth Dynasl Y(1315-1081 BCE).
Material: limestone. Dimensions: 9x7.5cm. Pro\"
('nanel': unknown but probably \Vestern Thebes.
Upper Egypt; gift or the eslutl' ofColetla Milll·r. 1980.
For images ofwurship befure deitil's :UHf kings. sec
O. Cl,iro 25036-25037, 25041 (Daressy 1901. 8-9.
plmes 8 and 9). O. OCI\1 2404, 2407-2412. 2421
(Vandicr O'Abbadie and GllSSe 1936-1986.83-87,
phltl'S 58-61), O. Del\1 2881-2883 Vandicr lJ'r\bbadic
and Gtlsse 1936-1986. 192-193, plates 126 and 127),
and O. Bnlin 3299 and 0. Hamburg 12:18:7 (Brunner
'Ihu! 1956.55-56, plale 18). Source: Lr\Ci\'It\.
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ostracon faces left, with one hand outstretched to the fruit in the tree
while the other hand holds the trunk. The image is drawn in a reason_
ably smooth and practiced hand. even though the sketch is abbreviated
and schematic, probably indicating lhat it was done quickly, perhaps by
an intermediate-le\'e1 draftsman. Only the basic lines of the monkey's
head and body have been included; this abridged and stylized sketch
hears little detail. There is only some internal stippling in thick red and
black dabs in the body of the monkey. The tail extends behind, filled
with reddish brown ochre. The lines of the palm tree have been quickly
drawn. with thick-lined and firm diagonal slashes in red and black along
trunk.

The fourth LACMA figured ostracon (figure 8.4, M. 80.199.184) rep
resents a scene of piety before a god: a man stands with arms upraised in
worship of a tree. The ostracon is decorated on one side only, and mueh
of the depiction is now worn away. The tree probnbly represents the tree
goddess. a common image of veneration from the Theban area in Hames
side times. In addition to black and red paint, there are traces of yellow
and expensive green pigments, suggesting that the ostracon may have
served a votive purpose and thus deserved further color embellishment.
The artisan seems of a\'erage skil1le\'el. The application of line is not
very li.rm. and the body of the man is unmodeled and stiff. There is little
detail; quickly sketched, thick lines were drawn on the man's kilt and
within the trunk of the tree.

The fifth ostracon (li.gure 8.5, [VI. 80.202.28) depicts ,I popular subject:
the king, in this case striding toward the right, holding a staff. The body
is sketched in a black line and filled with reddish brown paint. There are
traces of a white paint wlIsh over the red ochre on the kilt. The pottery
ostracon is broken just above king's forehead, but the remainder of the
crown is filled with blue painl, a rare and expensive pigment on figured
ostraca, agnin perhaps suggesting a votive purpose. perhaps even as the
deified Amenhotep I (for this cult, see Cern)' 1927). The draftsman has
a{lded a uraeus on the forehead and streamers extending from the back
of crown in black ink. The draftsman's line application is firm but lacks
some OuidilY. There is no internal detail sketching in the crown or kilt.

The sixth figured ostracon in this case study is a marl potsherd with
many sketchcs on both the recto and \'erso, all drawn in an unpracticed
hand (figure 8.6, M. 80.202.29). On the reclo is a human profile wearing
a short wig. facing left with drafting guidelines preserved at the top of the
he,ld and at the mouth le\'el. The guidelines and the insecure, choppy
quality of line indicate a beginning-level student draftsman. Nc:d to this
head are t\\"o more indistinct and roughly drawn sketches: :J rectangle
above and a trapezoidal shape to the bottom right. The verso (not shown)
bears more sketches. which are practically illegible as they 3re not in
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FIGURE 8.5. Ostracon 1'1. 80.202.28: standing king
holding a staff. Date: prohably Nell' Kingdom (I ;04
1081 BCE). Material: Nile silt potsherd. Dimensions:
14x IS';cm. Provcnance: unknown: gifl of jl'roml'
Snydl'r, 1980. Images of slanding kings ahound on
figured OSlraca. See O. Cairo 2;001-2;023 (I);HCSSy

1901. 1-;, plates 1-4) and O. OeM 2;;1-2;;3
(Vandier d'Ahbadic and Gassc 1936-1986. 113. pi lites
76,69. and 70). Sourcl': LACMA.

same orientation and overlap one another. This ostracon may be a rem
nant of skill acquisition in early stages.

The seventh ostracon (figure 8.7. M. 80.203.195) is inscribed with
black ink on two sides. On one side are two rudimentary columns of hi
eroglyphs, presunulbly private names, written in what seems to be an
unpracticed hand. On the other side is a sketch of a nonroyal facial pro
file. This example is drawn looking left, wearing a flIlet and a shoulder
length wig. The line is strong and nuid, although there is no variation of
line thickness and the eye is ill-formed. A poorly drawn sketch fills the
area to the left of this profile-perhaps II fisted human hand-suggesting
at least two draftsmen's hands on one side of this ostracon.

The eighth LACMA ostracon (Iigure 8.8, M. 80.203.202) depicts t\\"o
kings' profiles in red and black ink. The left profile shows a king wcaring
a detailed Nubian wig and uracus. The right profile depkts a king wear~

ing the hluc war crown and uraeus. Both royal profiles have a red under
sketch with a black ink line, and both were sketched with the same
practiced, firm, lIuid line with small-scale intern;!1 details in vllryinK
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"IGUnE 8.6. Ostracon M. 80.202.29: human prallic
looking Id", and other sketches. Date; New Kingdom
(150-1-1081 BeE). i\lulcriul: marl pOlsh('rJ. Dimen
sions: 13.3x 13';1.'111. Provenance; unknown; gifl of
Jerome Snyder. 1980. Thcr{' aTC lIlany examples of
human heads [lnd boJi('s drllwll wilh grids on lime
stone and woud from the Eighteenth Dynast)' (I-laycs
1942,9, no. I, plate I: Pl'ck ,mJ Buss 1978. no. 32).
amI some Haml'ssiJc ostranl k.g.. MMA IH82) show
i\ number of sketches of royal and privaa' m,lll' profiles
nccompnnicd by other figured sketches droll\'n by
multiple IWllds (Peterson 1974.73, plale 12).
Source LACi\'IA.

thickness. On the other side of this ostracon is a IcHer written in hieratic
Late Egyptian by H scrioe named Ipuy to another scribe, concerning farm
land. Deities of Khar (Syria-Palestine) nrc callecl upon. Also mentioned
is an upcoming lest ivai for the goddess Antil (Analh) of Caza (Coedicke
and Wente 1962,24, no. 85, plale 93; Grdseloff 1942, 35-37, plates 7 and
8; Wente 1990, 127). It is likely th:lt the letter was inscribed first and,
when it arrived at its destination (prohnbly Dcir cl-Medina), a sketch was
added to the verso. The ted and image have almost nothing to do with
one another; the letter may h:l\'c Iwen recch·cd by a scribe, whosc high
quality hand decorated the other side.
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FIGL'RE 8.7. Oslracon M. 80.203.195. a. A human pTofik· looking left and other
sh'lch. b. Pra<:ticc hieroglyphs. Dale: Ilrobably New Kingdom. Nineteenth or
TwcnliNh Dynasty (1315-1081 BeE). i\latcrial: limestone. Dimensions:
13 x 14.; cnl. Prownancc: unknown but probably \Vestern Thebes, Upper Egypt:
gifl of Carl \\'. Thomas. Photographs uf the nslracon wilh probable provenance of
Western Thebes were published before the purchase by Michaelides (Keimcr
19-11, plait' 9.lig. i). For some images of human profiles, SCI' 0. Ddvl 2505-2550
(Vandicr d'Abbadic and Gassc 1936-1986. 104-112, plates 66-68). i\hmy
l'~ampl('s, induding O. Cairo 25024, O. Cairo 25025 (Darcssy 1901,6, plate ,),
and O. Cairo 25160 (Dnrcssy 1901. 31. plate 30), sholl' men wearing a similar wig
ami simil<lr band <lruuml the forl'head. Soun'e; LACI\IA.

b
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FIGlIll1i 8.8. Ostracon 1\1. 80.203.202. a, Two king's profiles. b. Latc Egyptian
It'tler in hicmtic. Dale; Nl'\\' Kingdom, Ninl'teenth Dynnst}' (1315-1201 BCE).
1\latl'rial: linu·stone. Dimensions: 13x24.3cm. Provenance; unknown bul probably
Thchl'S, Uppl'r Egypt: gifl of Carl W. TIl<ll1las, 1980. For more depiclions of royal
prufill's, scc O. Cairo 25144-25165 (Daressy 1901, 29-.U, pl.l\es 29 and 30),
O. DCI\1 2568-2592 (Vandicr d'Ahbadie ami Gasse 1936-1986, 116-121, plates
72-76), lHld 0. DCI\1 2969-2986 (VandicT d'Abbadil' and Gasse 1936-1986.
212-216, plates 141-146). Thl'Te arc a numhcr uf examples in German colleelions
itS well (Brunner-Traut 1956.48-51, plales 1-1-16). Source: LACMA.
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The last and ninth ostracon (figure 8.9, M. 80.203.209) in this case
study is not a flgured ostracon per se but has been included to show evi
dence of learning. One side depicts multiple hieratic bird signs in black
ink as if the maker were practicing his penmanship. These bird hiero
glyphs represent the \IIf or "great" bird (G 37 in the Gardiner sign list;

ncr..mE 8.9. Ostracon M. 80.203.209 shuwing practin'
llIf bird Ilicroglyphs. Date: Nell' Kingdum. Eighteenth
to Twentieth Dynasty (1504-1081 BeE). l\lalcri<ll:
limcslonl', Dimensions: this largl' ostrllcon is broken
inlo three pieces. a. 19x28cm: fl, IO.Sx IS.Scm: .mu
c 14x 17em. Provenance: unknuwn hut probably
Western Thebes; gift of Curl W. Thomas. 1980. For
iln c...:ample in which a less accomplisht-'d Jrafl.mlan
practiced the nil basket hicroglyph. see O. Berlin
23972 (Brllnnn-Traut 19%. 130. pIalI' 44).
Source: LACM:\.
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Gardiner 1957), und the line quality is ade<juate. The repeated sketching
of hieroglyphic signs and motifs \HIS nol uncommon (Peterson 1974,24,
48). The recto of this large ostracon presefves a text of 10 Jines from
H piece of wisdom literature certainly written in a different hand. It is
likely that a large ostracon was chosen for the inscription of the wisdom
te,xl. which was applied llrst'. A second, less skilled individual then used
the verso to practice handwriling.

All of these LACMA e:I:amples share characteristics with New King
dom figured oslraca from \Vestern Thebes. All the limestone chips or
potsherds have an irregular. llnfinishl'd shape, and there was no attempt
~lt formal hl}'out or symmetry in the image inscribed on its surface. The
drawings arc incomplete, partly owing to the nature of the drawing me
dillm and partly because they were meant as informal sketches. These
objecls arc typically the cnd rcsults of fast drawing with no erasures or
plaster corrections. If mistakes were made. lines were simply redrawn over
previous marks. Figured ostraca rarely h:we text accompanying the draw
ings. Unlike formal Egyptian artistic depictions on tomb and temple
walls. these sketches often remain unlabelecl and therefore according to
the prescribed artistic standards of educated ancient Egyptians, uniden
tified, informal. and without any explicit purpose-apotropaic, \"Otive, or
otherwise.

Most" of the LACi\lA figured ostraca depict generalized subject matter
dcvoid of conte.>;l, another pattern in keeping with the majority of New
Kingdom figured ostraca in collections around the world (Peterson 1974).
There are several dominant Hnd constantly repeated motifs, such as king's
figures ami profiles, isolated human images. and sketches of various ani
mals. In fact, the LACMA corpus is characterized chieAy by its homo
geneous and commonplace subject mailer. Ostraca with repetitive and
standardized subjects arc often O\'crlookecl in lhe E~yplOlogical lilera
tUfe, in favor of either those rare pieces that depict more narrative visual
genres (providing context and thus perhaps more cultural information)
or those thal represent the hand of a true master. The LACMA ostraca
re"eal a variety of abilities among lhose engaged in the sketching. Some
figures arc practically unrecognizable (figure 8.6); others arc masterfully
rendered in evocative detail (ligures 8.2 and 8.8). Mosl are adequate and
of intermediate skillle\'c1 (figures 8.1, 83-8.5. 8,7, and 8.9), Drawing on
limestone flakes was not restricted to lhe \'ery accomplished, nor was it
considered appropriate only for thc unskilled.

The vast majority 01' figured ostraca are commonplace images pre
sented without context-isolated and incomplete depictions of an animal,
a human profile, or a standing king. just as we see in the LACMA col
lection. Although such generalized images make up the bulk of figured
ost mea collections, there is little <I iscussion or t his homogeneity in subject
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matter in the Egyptological literature. The most popular subject in the
LACMA collection, as with all figured ostraca, is the image of the king
(figures 8.1. 8.2, 8.5, and 8.8). In tl\'O other LACi\'IA ostraca, a nonroyal
m:m's face is represented in profile (figures 8.6 and 8.7), another very
common depiction in Nel\' Kingdom sketches. In :mother piece, a monkey
is depicted climbing a palm tree (figure 8.3), agnin a popular subject in
Deir cJ-l\-ledina ostraca sketching. Most flgurcd ostraca represent the
same repertoire of abbreviated humans and animal figures without much,
if any, text or context, and they remain without any specific function.

HoI\' should we explain the existence of sketches like these? \-Vhy did
artisans take the time to produce this mass of sketched material, and
why was there such a limited range of subject matter? Was it preparatory
work? Do these images represent pattern books or collections of stan
dard iconography? Are they the remnants of schooling in remedial and
advanced draftsmanship? Are these figured ostraca copies of formal art
in tombs and temples? Or arc they simply sketches that were made out of
boredom. fum:tioning only for the moments that they were works in
progress? If the LACMA ostraca, and the thousands of others like them,
represent "practice" sketches whose usefulness e.xpired once the sketch
was complete, why would the artisans of Deir el-Medina haw needed this
"practice" when they wt're constantly active painting tomb w3l1s? The
LACMA provides an exccllent collection through which the functional
ity of sketching can be reviewed and challenged.

Egyptologists have assigned a number of different functions 10 fig
ured ostr3ca, as trial sketches, pattern books. practice media, or school
exercises, but none of them can fully account for the key characteristics
of these sketches-namely, Ihe repetitiw and homogenized subject mat
ter in combination with a variety of skilllevcls.

Trial Sketches

Many Egyptologists have suggested that figured ostraca acted as prepa
ratory sketches for the formal paintings drawn on the walls of royal and
private tombs (Borchardt 1910; Maspero 1912, 168-169). According to
this thinking, the ancient Egyptian artisan sketched a trial drawing on a
potsherd or piece of limestone that he could then use as a guide when
applying paint to a formal surface, such ,IS a plastered lomb wall or stela.
Emma Brunner:rraut (1956, 6) has noted one obvious esample: a sketched
image on an ostracon that corresponds with the formal scene in a tomb.
This ostracon probably dates to the 18th DynaslY and may very well rep
resent some kind o[ trial piece used to guide the team 01" tomb artisans
responsible for layout and drawing. William C. Hayes (1942, 5) also notes
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a number of possible instances of trial sketches, claiming thut most os
\nlca acted as "preliminary studies of figures, scenes. or decorative cle
ments which were. or were to have been. painted on the walls of the
tomb-that is, drawings made with a definite purpose in view:' However,
these few examples for trial sketching come from the 18th Dynasty, a
time to which few figure{l ostraca can be d,lted and just before the e...plo
sinn of figured ostmca production in the Ramcsside period.

Some Ramesside ostraca do provide the basic layout for the painting
on a coffin, as seen in an unpublished ostracon in Turin. which depicts a
Ramesside coffin, planned out in multidimensional form with text bands.
There ure also some 19th and 20th Dynasty ostnll'a with geometric de
signs that l'orrespond to the ceiling decoration of private tombs (Peterson
1974, 52, 57-58, 640K) or others representing false doors or columns
(Vandier d'Abbadie and Gasse 1936-1986. O. IFAO 2701, 2702, plate 91).
Some ostral'll from the Valley of the Kings, found near the tomb of Ramses
VII. rcpresent Sl'enes similar to what one would see in a royal tomb. nl
though they are "not paralleled among the known nclherworld books"
(Demaree 2003: 25). Brunner-Traut (1956, 64-65) identifies a number or
Ihmesside e.'wmples dcpicting nude adolesccnt fem~lles and mothcrs with
children, which she belicves acted as trial sketches for domestic wall
paintings, but this is a contested interpretation (Peterson 1974).

There are thus occasional correlations between informal sketches on
figured ostraca and formal. functional art. but we should question the
frequent assumption that such drawings were preparatory sketches or
copies or existing designs. The notion of trial sketching alone cannot ac
count for the creation of so many figured ostr:lca. In fact, there are very
few Hamesside figured ostraca that lay out scenes found on a tomb wall,
coffin, or sarcophagus. even though we know that Deir el-Medina l'rafts
men decorated dozens of royal and private tombs and prudul'ed hun
dreds of private coffins during 19th and 20th (Cooney 2007). If artisans
used figured ostraca primarily as preparatory sketches, one might expect
to see more images of the Four Sons of Horus. tht, Tree goddess, the
winged figure of Nut. or underworld genies from Book of the Dcad scenes.
Instead. it is clear that most figured ostraca do not have specific, identifi
able sources but rather, as the LACMA examples show, are derived from
a gencralized set of iconographical images.

Pattern Books

Another suggested functioll is that sketches were akin to pattern books,
which allowed artisans to collect imagery they wished to maintain in
their collective consciousness. Heinrich Schafer and Norman de Garis
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Davies were the first to reject the notion that figured oslral',l were used
chiefly for preparatory layout. instead interpreting these sketches as a
disposable medium for pure sketching. The vcry facl that \Vest Thcban
oslntca were usually found in ancient refuse dumps suggested to them
that their usc was usually short-lived. Davies believes the drawings were
;1 creative oullet for times of boredom and idleness and suggested the
rather iVlarxian interpretation that these drawings ga\'t.' a discontented
population a narrow avenue for the venting of emotions of social disgust
and professional dissatisfaction (1917. 236-237). Schafer, on the other
hand. SUII' very little overlap in specific content between the royal tomb
walls, which Ihese draftsmen painted. and ostraca images from the Val·
ley of the Kings, To him, figured ostrnca are the end result of urtisans
copying and collecting existing formal art, such as the image of the Punt
queen from the funerary temple of Queen I-Iatshepsut at Dcir cI Bahari
found on an ostracon in the village of Deir cl·Mediml (1916, 46), Schafer
urgued that flgured ostraca are collections of artistic images and thus
representative of years of "artistic breeding" among the Ddr cJ·Medina
draftsmen ("jahrtausendlange kunstlerische Zucht cines ganzen Volkes,"
50-51),

In one sense, Schiifer's understanding of figured ostraca might fit
with thc art historical notion of a "pultern book" or "model book" (Alex·
ander 1992; Buchthal 1979; Evans 1969; Scheller 1963)-a collection of
the most common images and iconography used by artisans as guides
and inspiration in their daily work. However. only a tiny minority of fig·
ured ostraca can be proven to be copies of formal art. According 10 Pc·
lerson's (1974) comprehensive survey, \,Vestern Theban figured ostraca
subjects are usually 11of derived from traditional scenes and images from
temples or tombs but rather arc "details" or ahslral't likenesses that can
be only loosely associated with such formal art. Peterson stales that
these objects are free from the usual iconographical traditions ("mehr
oder weniger frei von den ublichen ikonographischcn Traditioncn," (Pl"
terson 1974, 18).

This does not mean that there is no correspondence between formal
and informal art-just that the functional link is diFncult to identify. For
example, there is a loose correlation in subject mailer between ostraca
from the Valley of the Kings and the images from the royal tombs them·
selves. evident in the countless figured ostracll depicting royal figures,
Peterson consequently categorizes many figured ostraca as "zidbcwusster
Ubungen"(19i4. 23). His notion or "practice with a purposc" removcs the
necessity of dealing with figured ostraca as prcparatory skctches, looking
instead to a morc abstract function. To Peterson. the commonality of im·
ages in figured ostraca represents a kind of canonical practice material.
This would explain thc recurrence of the SlIme subjccts-lhe same im·

---------------- --------------~
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ages of kings. human profiles, monkeys climbing trees, and deities that
we see in the LACJ\'IA collection. Yet all of this raises another question
thOlI Peterson docs not address: \Vhy did these artisans need so much
practice?

Sketching fOI" Practice

Davies was the first t.o point out that the explusion of figured Ostraca cre
ation coincided with the disappearance of the grid as a means of creat
ing art and the appearance of freehand drawings during the Ramesside
Period, even in the most formal settings (Davies 1917,237). Davies rec
ognized a correlation between the increasing number of llgured ostraca
and the methodological changes in art production. Howe\'er, he did not
explain the increase in figured ostrac,l and sketching activity through
the loss of the grid; rather. he argued that artisans increasingly turned to
sketching because of changes in subject matter found in Ramesside pri
vate tombs. most especially owing to the loss of expressive scenes of daily
life that were so common in the 18th Dynasty: "The draughtsman. there
fore. suddenly withheld from professional use of much of h is hardly-won
capacities, naturally gave them exercise in idler moments and in satirical
compusitions" (237). Not only docs this "creative outlet" explanation be
tray Davies's lack of respect for Ramesside tomb scenes in comparison to
18th Dynasty e."amples. but also it misses a key point: without the grid,
artisans may have needed a way tu practice drawing a figure to scale lmd
proportion without any guidelines. In the 18th Dynasty. the use of grid
squares provided a means of e(IUalizing skills among craftsmen of differ
ent capabilities and perhaps even stylistic sensibilities. \Vhen the use
of grids declined, informal sketching may have become more important.
The repeated sketching of humans, gods, and animals may have fulfilled
a need for practicing freehand proportional and stylistic sensibilities
practice now needed by the entire artisanal population, skilled and
unskilled alike.

But, if figured ostraca filled this important function, then why do we
nOi also have masses of figured ostraca from other sites beyond \Vestern
Thebes? The limesLOne chip may be part of the answer: it was a plenliful
waste product of the work in the Valley of the Kings in particular, and it
st'ems to have become the medium for sketching in vVcstern Thebes in
the Hamcsside period. Other time periods and other places would have
used other media connected to their own work and conte.xts, including
potsherds and reusable writing boards (Peck 'illd Ross 1978). The 18th
Dynasty site uf Tell el Amarna in particular h<ls preserved a number of
figured ostrac,l mostly on potsherds. althou~h nowhere ncar the numbers
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of Ramesside Western Thehan examples, depicting the e.xpected royal
subject matter (Frankfort and Pendlcbury 1933, 16-31,58,91, plate 35;
Peet and Wool Icy 1923, 14-15,27-28,66. 72. 74, pl<ltcs 10.6, 14.3,23.2;
Pendlebury 1951, 64-74, 88, plates 70.5. 74.2). The disappearance of the
grid Ill<ly expl<lin <l need For more "practice" b~' draftsmen. but gh/en the Fact
that it was already in decline in the reign of t\menhotep II in Dynastyl8,
it does nol neatly explain ,he need for llrtis,lllal sketching on·rall.

Sketches as School Exercises

ivlany scholars believe that the large number of ostraea represents the
product of school exercises (Brunner-Traut 1956.8; Brunner-Traut 1979,
7; Keller 1991; Peck and Ross 1978,31; Peterson 1974, 53), arguing that
the limited repertoire of representations may owe its origins to some kind
of Formal training system in which groups of boys were gh'cn similar
subjects on which to work.

i\:lany of the LACMA ostraca could indeed have becn school e."ercises.
The subject maHer in all examples is generalized and part of the S<lme pop
ular series of motifs. More important, the skilllevcl of many of the LACMA
examples represents medium- to low-quality draftsmanship (flgures 8.1,
8.3-8.7, and 8.9). However, we are treading on a slippery slope when we
equate inferior quality with evidence for training. When is skill level poor
ellough for the modern scholar to categorize an astmeon as a formal
school exercise? And why did the skilled draftsmen (e.g., those responsi*
ble for figures 8.2 and 8.8) create figured as/raca with the same bland
subject malter, despite their more practiced hands? It might be possible to
conclude that higher-quality ostraca represent the model examples tha'
the students were meant to copy (Peck and Ross 1978,27), as some Egyp
tologists assume is the case in the famous Berlin ostraca pair (figure 8.10)
that depicts, in one ostracon, a high-quality seated king and, in the other,
a different copy read hy some as lesser quality und thus supposedly drawn
bya student (Brunner-Traut 1956,44-47, cal. nos. 28, 29, plate 12:Jans·
sen and Janssen 1990. 88). However, the diFfereoce between these two
pieces may not be as much qualitative as it is reflective of different stylis
tic sensibilities. These pieces are not necessarily the products of Formal
artistic training, at least not in a linear S\LIdent-master relationship.

There are many theoretical problems with the evocation of schools, or
linear master-pupil relationships. in this sketched material. E(luating
the '1uaIil)' of these informal sketches with a formal ["lIetioH is Fraught
with inconsistencies and assumptions. Therc ,Ire insufficient examples
of nmtching depictions of varying quality to sustain the conclusion that
so many figured ostraca find their origins in Formal school acth'itics based

«
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FIC-URE 8.10. Ostf<lC<t pair from Berlin. Agyptisches
i\luscum und Papyrus~amm[ung, Staatlichc Muscen
"l.U Berlin AM 21434 and 21435.

on mimesis. In fact, a qua lity ilssessment of figured ostracfl in collections
,lround the world, and in the LACMA case study, shows a very wide con
tinuum of skilllevcls. Given the lack of evidence for formal artistic edu
cation in Deir c1-Medina based on mimetic activity between teacher and
pupil, it is more likely that most craft instruction did not happen in a for
mal setting but, rather, informally. continuously (Rogers 2003). and even
unconsciously at the work site and in the craftsmen's village. among small
groups of artisans and apprentices who networked diffusely, not linearly.
When we see sketching as an informal and organic product of the entire
artisanal community, we arc approaching a fuller understanding of mech
anisms of learning, capturing. and transferring visual imagery.

Practice, Proportion, and Playas Skill Equalization

[n the Valley of the Kings, the Deir el-i\:ledina craftsmen probably spent
long stretches of time waiting for the roster to be taken. for the supplies
<lnd rations to arrive. or for the heavy labor crews to finish certain tasks.
Much of this time must have been spent creating the multitude of fig
ured ostraca now found in museum collections around the world today.
Most such sketches are not copies of older an, nor are the)' trial pieces
or form:lI school e.xercises. The selection of motifs do 1101 represent clear
common denominators that appear in most forms offormal art; actually,
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some of the most commonly sketched clements are not seen in Formal
images at all. For example, there arc vcry few representations of monkeys
and other animals in naturalistic bch,lI'ior in formal funerary or temple
art, but ostraca from Western Thebes preserve hundreds of such exam
ples. These artisans used a differellliMed amlllOulogenized set of iconog
raphy for informal sketching. The LAeMA flgured ostraca arc examples
of just such visual material, and il is the limited generality thilt makes
such images the perfect subject malter for Dcir cI-Medina artisans and
their apprentices, who arc learning the craft of their fathers, uncles, and
cousins. As for the specific details within thc homogenized set of repre
sentations, we must assume some choice at least within the details for the
artisan, and we might also conclude the lack of a copied model in most
cases.

Limiting sketching to certain subjects could be compared to the
cognitive socialization of \.vestern children when they practice draWing
(not to suggest that Egyptian art is childlike in quality or sophistication).
Children are encouraged to stay within an understood repertoire of sub
jects-to draw boxlike houses, puffy clouds. stick figures, lind angular
cars. They arc also encouraged to practice a style of representation that
is recognizable-one that avoids perspectivc and cxcessive. unreadable
creativity-by constantly repeating and practicing a generalized set of
known images (Piaget 1962).

Explunalions for repetitive practice arc as dependent on basic human
psychology as they arc on ancient Egyptian social and aesthetic struc
tures. If one looks 011 the work of cognith'l' scientists. neurologists, biolo
gists. and anthropologists (Cal lois 2001; Csikszentmihalyi and Bennet
1971; Dissanayake 1988; Gardner 19i3; Grimes 1995,43-44; Harth
1999; Stoke.~ 1972) a.~ it pertains to sketching and art production. it is
documented that the repetition of commoll and kllOtl'II imagery helps the
brain to process form and style. Cognitive scientist Erich Harth (1999)
argues that neural patterns of serialization and grouping reinforce images
into a kind of internal neural sketchpad. He also not.es that "every act of
illl'en!ion or creation involves trial patterns in the head thaI are being
judged for their adequacy and modified until they appear satisfactory"
(104). Thus, the creation of figured ostraca with serialized and common
subject matter was an external communilywide mel hod of processing im
ages, allowing common denominators of iconography to be chosen among
an enlire community of Egyptian artisans and those learning their craft.

Psychological and biological imperatives for informal artistic produc
tion and sketching can be accounted for in anthropological theories of
adult "play bchavior"-spontancous practice within the entire commu
nity that is nonetheless controlled by cultural norms and expectations of
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style and form, Informal art production is a materially unproductive, but
cognitively productive, play activity, supporting learned behaviors and
lessening tension during times of boredom or stress (Dissanayake 1988,
65-66; Stokes 1972), Informal artistic production, such as sketching, has
been called "a kind of adult play behavior" (Dissanayake 1988.75) because
"repetition, recurrence, :md rcstoration of order" are part of a spontane
ous and informal cultural activity thal all humans participate in to pro
cess and serialize the world around them and the activities that take
place in it (77). Some neurologists have concluded that sketching can be
called a "goal directed form of play" (Gardner 1973, 166), mirroring
Egyptologist Pelerson's notion of "prilctice with purpose:' Ancient Egyp
tian artisanal communities were constantly practicing and playing with
images, form, and repetition in order to process the world around them.
Playing with form and line is a participatory, informal, nonstructured
learning process that allo\l's practitioners to create memory structures
and determine how images are perceived, prol.:essed, stored, retrieved,
changed, and discarded.

Play among humans develops boundaries and norms (Gosso et al.
2005); it is practiced through repetition of acts punctuated by spells of
free experimentation (Dissanayake 1988,74-91). Among the draftsmen
of Deir el-i\'ledina, much of the skelching on ostraca allowed an informal
and sponlaneous con'"ersation involving subjects belonging to visual stan
dards, removing images that were irregular, exaggerated, or in any way
out of bounds. thereby establishing what was accepted as a visual norm.
The majority of sketl.:hing at Deir e1-Medina followed visual standards in
style, subject maUer, and methodology. However, figured ostraca are
nonetheless punctuated with unexpected, new, and fresh examples that
do not fottow the accepted standards of proportion, form, dimension, per
spective, or subject mailer. Informal sketching allowed the craftsmen of
Deir e1-Medina not only the opportunity 10 learn and practice their ac
cepted norms but also the chance to risk and test new artistic forms and
combinations. It was one of the main methods by which style was main
tained, but it was also the .lvenuc through which styles were updated and
modified-'l psychological and neurological mechanism for taste change.

Skill Acquisition and the Community of Practice

Play and practice with the repetition of images helps us to understand
cognith'e internalization. But we illso havc to sec learning as externaliza
tion. and here wc recognize the figured ostracon as the bridge between
play, practice, and work within il larger community. For the ancient
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Egyptian draftsman, artistic knowledge was attained through practice,
and this knowledge was created within a particular cultural context of
accepted standards and norms (Bourdicli 1977). The serialization of a
differentiated sct of images indicates un ongoing communal agreement of
subject malter. and thus that sketching activity happened within :l com
munal struclure, one that we could callll "community of practice" (Lave
ami Wenger 1991; Wenger 1998). Not everyone living in Dcir el-Medina,
or within any other artisanal workshop setling in ancient Egypt. was a
part of the community of practice; only those actively im'olved played a
part: cmftsmen with a formal role in workshop activity and their off
spring whose goal was Formallldmittam:e to that workshop.

The community of practice in ancient Egypt was a flexible and adapt
able teaching system thut did not rely on linear master-pupil relationships.
All those who belonged shared an interest in visual memory acquisi
tion, equalization, style, socialization, standardization, and creativity. The
members of this community of practice held different areas of influence_
some were masters and thus Full participants, some were capable drafts
men and thus active participlmts. lim! others were just learning and thus
on the periphery of the system. Those who were part of the official work
gang could use figured ostraca to teach, to explain a plan of action, to
show their skill. and even to compete with other artisans, and thus main
tuin their posit ion in t he com mu nity; those on the periphery used sketch
ing to develop and display specialized skill sets and knowledge. which
were key to entrance into the workshop.

Sketching was peripheral to the real practice of Funerary art produc
tion and provided a system of guidance and skill acquisition with less risk
and intensity than painting a Formal art object. The practice of sketching
utilized the cognitive skills of the entire community-as a source of nor·
math'e styles and themes and as a source of innovation. The homogeneity
of subject matter indicates thatlhe learning process of a craftsman was a
social process and that knowledge was emhedded in the practice of artis
tic creation, whether formal or informal. Figured ostraca arc remnants of
an informal dialogue of learning and accountability between practitio
ners, a dynamic negotiation of form and meaning that has been frozen in
time because it was recorded on a limestone flake.
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Notes

I. Michaelides died in 1973, after which most of his collection was pur
chased by antiquilies dealers, who then sold lots to individuals, other dealers,
ilnd various institutions, ineluding the British Museum, Cambridge University
Library, and the British Library. Bl'Gluse so many dealers were involl'ed in the
transaclions after Michaelides' dealh, it is unclear which individuals and insti

tutions purchased ostraca and wh{'n tht'y acquirt'd them. LACi\IA was given
alJproximately 30% of the MichadiJcs textual hit'ratie ostraea. All of the origi
nal hieratic Latt' Egyptian textual ostraca in the Michaelides collection have
het'n published (GueJickt, anJ \Vente 1962), but tht, figured ostraca werc not

incluJcd in the volume. Two ufthe figureJ ostraca (LACi\'IA M. 80.203.195 :mJ
LACi\IA M. 80.199,48) wert' publisheJ hefore they were purchaseJ by Mi
chadiJes (Kl'imcr 1941). Seven uf the nine LACMA figured ostraca arc pub
lished here for the first time. LACMA was also given a number of texts, incluJing

mummy tags and a selection of the MichaeliJes te.~lual ostraCLl. m~Je of both
limestont' and lerr,.cotta, written in hieratic Lille Egyptian, Demotic, Creek.
Coptic, and Arabic. In this 101 arc only nine figureJ oslraea. I haw not been able
to locate any other figured ostracli from the former MichaeliJes collcl:lion. al
though it is <llmost certain th:l\ examples exist Ihal were sold between 19i3 and
1980 to museums or to pril'ilte collectors.

2. Despite the filet that these LACMA ostraCil ilre unprovenanced. the type
and cut of the limestone ilnJ the style of representation strongly suggest an ori
gin in the "'estern Thelmn 'Heil of Upper Egypt and a date during the Nell'
Kingdom, most of them more specifically attrihutable to the Hamesside perioJ
(19th 'lIlJ 20th Dynilsties. 1315-1081 BeE). The Ramesside period is the most
prolific time for figureJ ostraca presermtion. if not illso proJuction (Bruyere
llllJ Nagel 1922-1953). Thousands of Bamcsside ostraca from Western Thebes
foumltheir way onto tht, art markc-l around the turn of the 20th century. anJ it
is likely that thost, purchaseJ from Michaelides comt' from this time perioJ and

an'il as well. Many of the LACi\IA ostraca can probably he linked even more
precisely to Deir el-i"IcJinil artisans LlnJ to their village or work sites in the Val
ley of the Kings or Valley of the Queens, gil'en the diagnostic rock type, the
subject mailer assOl:i:lted with royaltomh production. anJ style of the images,
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such as long, narrow, often u nmodclcd Bamesside hody shapes and post-A marna
neck lines [lIld eye shapes (Wcrbrouc.:k 1932). The work of these \Vl'stern The_
ban eraftsml'n-culling and decorating the tombs in Ihl' VallI'}' of the Kings_
produced a tn'mendous umount of limestone chips of this sizl' and dl'nsity, which
wen' then used to kl'ep rl'cords, write leiters, and sketch. Even if the LACMA
figured ostrac.:a Jo not linJ their origins in BanH'ssiJe pl'Tiod sites in \Vestern
Thebes, which is unlikdy. tht·}' arc still rell'vimt to a l<lrgcr {Iisc.:ussion on skill

aC(luisition. BegarJlcss of their origins, the}' provide a great Jeal of information
abolJl sketching and pnlclicc of inJividuals engageJ in imagl' CrentiOll, partic.u
liLrly by showing a variety of quality levels-from the bask beginner tothe capa
blc ,lllilremicc to the master hand.
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